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Women Profs In Short Supply
BY MIKE ARCHER
Oracle Staff Writer
According to a 1973 breakdown
of faculty salaries, there are no
women holding the rank of
professor in five of USF's eight
colleges.
The survey, from the office of
Maxine
Mackey,
special
assistant for Women's Affairs,
together with additional information from the College of
Education, put the total number
of women professors at six.
. THE COLLEGE of Language-

Literature lists the number of
male professors at 20, and the
number of female professors at
zero.
Ten male professors are listed
in Engineering, six in Business,
and eight in Fine Arts. The
number of female professors
listed .under these three colleges
is zero .
Under the College of Natural
Sciences, the survey lists 27 male
professors and no female
professors.
MEMBERS
OF
USF's
Presidential Committee for the

Status of Women said despite
USF Pres. Cecil Mack~y's efforts
to raise the salaries of faculty
women, there remains one area
where little has been accomplished;
hiring
and
recruiting women for top paying
positions.
In January of 1972, the committee reported in. a proposal
submitted to Pres. Mackey that
"There is strong indication that
the preference in the hiring
decision is for the male applicant."
After the 1972 study, under the

Affirmative Action Plan, Mackey
set up two new administrative
offices for special assistants
handling women's affairs, and
pushed for a salary equalization
program.
BASED ON A study by Dr.
Ellen Kimmel, the salary boost
raised the level of faculty
women's salaries to that of the
nearest male counterpart.
But Women's Status commfttee
members said these two improvements have done' little to
help place women in top paying
positions.
Continued-- on Page 12

Assault Charges
Filed Against Rice
said he was called to Sisco's
office and informed by him that
there was "no basis" for a grade
A former USF student last · change. "At this point, Sisco
week filed a $2,500 suit charging
washed his hands of it without
Language-literature Dean Phillip · ever having investigated the
charges and allegations,"
M. Rice with assault and battery,
false arrest and defamation of
Martin-Trigona said.
HOWEVER,
SISCO said
character.
George Martin-Trigona, a June
Martin-Trigona's charges were
"I did look into the
history graduate, said he wen{ untrue.
to Rice's office appealing a grade
matter," Sisco said, adding his
he received in a Speech 201 class,
decision that the grade was
taught by graduate assistant
justified was based on an inJean Hawes.
He said Rice
vestigation he conducted.
"pummeled and pounded" him
Martin-Trigona said he went to
around the office after he made a
Rice's office after he left Sisco.
remark to Joyce Wallace, a staff
Continued on Page 8
assistant in the office.
MARTIN-TRIGONA said Rice
then threw him out of the
office., and later had him
arrested when he went to Pres.
Cecil Mackey's office to complain
about the incident.
Martin-Trigona said he had
drafted a "12-page document"
appealing his grade three days
before the alleged assault. He
said copies were sent to Dr. John
Sisco, acting chairman of the
Speech Department, Rice and
Mackey . He received a C in the
course, but claimed he deserved
Phillip M. Rice
a B.
On Jan. 11, Martin-Trigona
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
· Oracle Staff Writer

Oracle Photo by 'Barge' Brier

Don Eggimann, a graduate assistant, operates an
atomic absorption spectrophotometer, one of the many
devices employed by USF marine scientists who are
currently involved in five major oceanographic
projects. See Story, Page 8.

George Martin-Trigona
. .. Rice "completely lost
his temper, and within an
instant~ took off his jacket
and came over· and
assaulted me."

... "All charges will get
answered.
There are
enough people who saw it."

Dean: Nixon 'Was Involved'
WASHINGTON <UPil . - John
W. Dean III said in explosive
testimony Monday that President
Nixon told him in March the
payment of $1 million in hush
money lo the Watergate
defendants would be "no
problem."
The fired While House counsel
also said he told Nixon on Sept.
15, three monthes after the
Watergate arrests and the day the
original indictments were handed
down, of his efforts to keep the
scandal "out of the White
House." He said Nixon complimented him on his efforts.

White House Silent
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (UPI) - The White House said Monday it
would remain silent on the testimony of former counsel John W. Dean
III before the Senate Watergate investigating committee.
Press secretary Ronald L. Ziegler told reporters: "We do not plan
to have a comment as the Ervin committee proceeds.''
HE WAS ASKED for the White House response to testimony by Dean
that President Nixon was involved in the cover-up following the break
-in and bugging of the Democratic party headquarters in the
Watergate complex.
Ziegler also said that Nixon has no plans "at this time" to hold a
news conference in California . Several Republican governors have
urged Nixon to hold a press conference to answer Watergate scandal
questions. Vice President Spiro T. Agnew in a published interview has
recommended that Nixon face the press in a limited way, by
restricting the number of representatives of the news media .
"As a general guide for this week," Ziegler said, "its our intention
based on our discussions not to comment at this time."
:\'.IXON IS being informed "of pertinent parts" of the Watergate
hearings but is not watching the proceedings on television, Ziegler
said .
The President, he added, has been receiving summaries prepared
for him by his staff, both written and oral.
Ziegler also declined lo comment on reports that Nixon had stopped
Internal Revenue Service tax audits of some of his friends . "W<"rc not
going to comment on those types of stories," he said.

Richard M. Nixon

IT WAS TllE most damaging
testimony yet about Nixon in the
five weeks of nationally televised
Senate hearings, postponed last
week so as not to embarrass the
President during Soviet leader
Leonid I. Brezhnev's visit.
With his blonde bride sitting
behind him, Dean. 34, speaking
calmly and without emotion,
prefaced the reading of his 245

page' statement by saying extemporaneously:
"It is iny honest belief that
while the President was involved,
he did not realize or appreciate
the implications of his involvement, and I think that when
the facts come out, I hope the
President will be forgiven."
THE WESTERN White House
in San Clemente, Calif., said that
it would remain silent on Dean's
testimony , Press secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler told reporters
"we do not ·plan to have a comment as the Ervin committee
proceeds."
In his long account of
Watergate and its cover-up, Dean
frequently mentioned former
Attorney General John Mitchell ; H. R. Haldeman and John
D. Ehrlichman, Nixon's top two
former aides; former White
House Special counsel Charles
W. Colson; former presidential
appointments secretary Dwight
Continued on Page 8_
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Brezhnev:
SAN CLEMENTE l UPI l Hailing their summit talks as a
milestone toward peaceful U.S. Soviet relations, Pres. Nixon and
Communist leader Leonid I.
Brezhnev today agreed that
prospects are favorable for
reaching a permanent treaty to
clamp a lid on their nuclear
arsenals.
Brezhnev, concluding nine
days of summit talks with a
declaration that the Cold War
may be a thing of the past, left the
United States yesterday and flew
to Paris for a meeting with
French President Georges
Pompidou.

War Funds Cut
WASHINGTON <UPil - In the
first serious congressional
demand that Pres. Nixon end
residual U.S. involvement in the
Indochina war, the House joined
the Senate yesterday in voting to
cut off all funds appropriated for
the bombing of Cambodia.

ITT Suit Filed
NEW YORK <UPll - The State
of Florida is filing a suit that
could seriously interfere with
Telephone & Telegraph Corp. 's
l!TT l huge PAM Coast Realty
Development on ecological
grounds, it was announced here
yesterday.

1

Cold War Thing of the Past

Raids Continue
PHNOM PENH LUPI)
American warplanes flew support raids yesterday against.
rebel posit.ions as close as seven
miles from Phnom Penh , and
Cambodian troops regained
control of vital Highway 5 northwest of the capital.

Gasoline Prices
WASHINGTON <UPil - More
th an 1, 100 service stations across
the nation have rolled back
gasoline prices as a result of
checks by the Internal Revenue
Service on consumer complaints,
the Cost of Living Council announced yesterday.

Gandhi Mobbed
LONDON <UPI l - A car
carrying Indian Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi away from talks
with British Prime Minister
Edward Heath was mobbed
yesterday by demonstrators mainly Pakistani immigrants continued
the
protesting
detention of 90,000 Pakistani war
prisoners by India.

Charge Filed
WASHINGTON <UPil - The
Navy said yesterday it had

w or I d

(n t W S

.•t f s
br 1

received misconduct charges
filed by a former POW against
two of the highest-ranking
prisoners of war released by
North Vietnam .

Hatch Act
WASHINGTON <UPll - The
Supreme Court yesterday upheld
the constitutionality of the 1939
Hatch Act which prohibits
political activity by federal
employes.
The aim of the law was to
prevent partisan considerations
from interfering with a worker's
impartiality and to prevent the
party in power from turning the
civil service into a spoils system.

Food Stamps
WASHINGTON WPil - The
Supreme Court ruled yesterday
that non-needy college students
and groups living in communes
are entitled to federal food
stamps despite a 1971 law
declaring them ineligible.

Psychic Healer
MONTGOMEHY, ALA. WP!J Wallace
Ge orge C.
Gov.
confirmed yesterday he has been
treated secretly by a psychic
healer , known as "Mr. A.," but
Wallace did not say the man had
significantly helped ease the pain
from the 1972 shooting that left
him partially paralyzed.

New President
DUBLIN (UPI l - Erskine
English-born
Childers , an
Protestant. took the oa th of office
yesterday as the fourth president
of the Hepublic of Ireland and
pledged to work to bring harmony among the Irish in all parts
of the country.

Haitians Jailed
MIAMI <UPll - Amid increasing criticism from Black
leaders . federal authorities
yesterday ordered 42 Haitian
refugees jailed pending outcome
of their legal fight to remain in
this country. a process which
may take months.

Tampans Fired
T:\MPA <UPll--Ed Ashley,
supervisor of the Jacksonville
office of the State Beverage
Department. assumed the duties
here yesterday of fired District
Supervisor Willard E. Futch.
State Beverage Department
Director Winston Wynne said he
had fired Futch and two other top
Tam pa distrrict officers Friday
on charges of failing to fairly
enforce the laws equally among
all liquor licensees.

Capitol Center
TALLAHASSEE <UPll--In a
final bid to block completion of
the $25 million Capitol Center
already under construction,
former Senate President Jerry
Thomas and Sen. David H.
l\Icclain asked the State Supreme
Court yesterday to forbid
building of a highrise tower in a
small park.
The old Curtis Waller State
Park. a city block-sized patch of
grass and parking spaces between the existing Capitol and
the State Supreme Court
Building. has been excavated into
a huge red mud hole for the
foundation of a 24-htory high rise
executi\'e tower that is to be the
_Go\·ernor's and Cabinet's new
home once the Capitor Center is
finished.

Pay Hikes

rtlorida
1

ntws briefs

Board of Regents lBOR), the
Board of Education and the
University.
Cornwell 's suit alleges that the
actions of the BOR, the Board of
Education and University officials were "a calculated effort
of refusing to grant plaintiff
employment during the 1972-13
academic year at the University
of Florida."

Penalty Boosted
TALLAHASSEE lUPU--Gov.
Reubin Askew signed a new law
yesterday boosting the maximum
penalty for drug peddlers from
five years in prison to 30, and
giving first-time drug users a
break.

~,~::~;,, ~~~~~"~:.~~~

/he dollar was mixed and tlw
price of gold fell in trading in
Europe yesterday, the first da y of
the res umption of the Watergat(•
hearings in the United States.

Queen in Canada

Parochial School Aid Up North "Unfair'
<UPll-The
JACKSONVILLE
Supreme Court struck down as
unconstitutional yesterday state
aid to parochial schools in the
form of tax credits, tuition
reimbursements and maintenance payments.
Bishop Paul Tanner of the
Catholic Diocess of northern
Florida said that the U.S.
Supreme Court ' s decision to
strike down state aid to parochial
schools "really seems unfair."
Tanner noted that the ruling
handed down on programs in
Pennsylvania and New York is
moot in Florida, where state law
has never permitted state funding of parochial schools.

Randolph Hodges said yesterday
the will fight a proposal to build
more dams across the Appalachicola River to keep it deep
enough for barge traffic ..
Hodges said in his opinion, a
dam already across the river at
Lake Seminole is adversely effecting oyster beds because it
settles out enrichment in the
water.

TALLAHASSEE WPil--State
Sen . James Glisson, R-Eustis.
said yesterday he will vote
against any pay raises for state
judges because "They ain't
hurlin' for grocery money" on
their current paychecks.
Glisson . irked by a report that
the State Judicial Council is
studying ways of improving the
pa y scales of Florida 's judges ,
said he has little sympathy for
an y state officials a lready in the
$:30,000-$36,000 bracket.

TOHONTO <UPI l - Queen
Elizab e th and Prince Philip
a rriv ed in Canada yesterday to
he gin a n I I-day " meet the
take
peopl e " I.our which will
I.hem to 20 cities.

Whale Moratorium
LONDO N 1 UPI l - The United
States called for a "complete
moratorium" on the killing of
whales yesterda y to sa ve th e
warm-blooded , aquatic mam mals from extinction.

Peronist Killed
BUENOS AIRES <UPI 1 - New
violence wracked Argentina
yesterday with the slaying of a
Peronisl political leader and the
death of a Ford Motor Co
executive who had been shot and
wounded a month ago in a foiled
abduction attempt.

Organized

Crime

WASHINGTON <UPI l - The
House select Crime Committee
yesterday concluded that entertainers Sammy Davis Jr. and
Frank Sinatra and the Emprise
Corp. are not directly involved iil
organized crime.
The report. the first ·of four to
be issued before the committee
ceases to exist on June 30, also
recommended that interference
with horses races be made a
federal crime.

'Spy System'
WASHINGTON <UPI l - FBl
director-designate Clarence M.
Kelley instituted a "spy system "
against political activists as
Kansas City, Mo ., police chief
and has been " insensitive" to
civil liberties and constitutional
rights , a black civil rights leader
charged yesterday .

weather
Partly

cloudy

throu~h

WPdn('sday. High today in
tlw high !His and low in th!'
low /Os.

Body Detector Used
FORT PIERCE <UPI l -- The
St. Lucie County shefiff's office is
using a "body detector " in its
search for the remains of several
girls who have been missing in
the area in recent years.
Capt. - Wayne
Detective
Scambler said Monday the
machine, which looks like a
geiger counter with a probe rod
and a hose attached, pickes up
gases emanating form decomposed bodies.

Ex-Felons Hired

Cornwell Sues

TALLAHASSEE <UPI l
Attorney General Robert Shevin
said yesterday that paroled or
released ex-felons working in the
state prison system can carry
weapons and gas equipment.
Shevin said a convicted felon.
whose civil right have not been
restored. can be employed as a
guard or correctional officer , be
armed and. if someone is killed or
injured by a weapon carried by
them. would not be subject to
cnminal penalties .

T:\:\JP.-\ 1L"PI 1--C'ontro,·ersial
Professor George C'orn,,·eJI of th e
l " nin.· r ~ it' 11f Florida filed a $lfi
111illio11 d~unagl' suit ~estl'rcla~ in
l"S . Di~rril't C"urt agninst th e

T .\ I. L ,\ I! .\ s s E E I l" p I I - - ..\t t11rllP\ General l\ob ert She,· in
;i nd \;1tura: El·s11ur cps llirc·ctor

Dam Proposal

1

Specializing
•
m
cutting & styling
long hair.

WE OFFER RK SHAMPOO
AND RK RECONDITIONING
TREATMENT AS PART OF
OUR SHOP SERVICE
RK Sha.m poo's naturally-organic, acidbalanced protein formula leaves your hair
feeling stronger and visibly healthier after
the first application. The special protein
properties in RK Shampoo absorb into the
hair, will not leave residual shampoo build
up. In fact, RK Shampoo is so good for
the hair the second sudsing can actually
be left in for extra conditioning action.
The cure for tired, damaged, frizzy, sunbleached over-dry hair is RK Protein Reconditioner. This naturally-organic, acidbalanced protein reconditioner is hydrolyzed to the correct molecular size so as
to actually rebuild hair fibers. The protein
ingredients in the RK Protein Reconditioner become part of. the hair structure
itself. Starved, undernourished hair receives this "protein food" and comes to
life again,

Bobbie Favaron
Scientific Hair Care Center
9347 Floriland Mal!

RK

(Centrally located in the mall)

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
WITH US TODAY
AND START YOUR
AK HAIR ROUTINE.

Ph. 932-0604
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Financial Aid Set
At $16 Million

About $16 million for student
financial aid in th e 1973-74
academic year will be available
in Florida , Chancellor Robert
Mautz said .
Mautz said the money will be
coming from both state and
federal sources.
''We 're just
generally making a major effort
to increase the amount of funds
available to students ," he said.
NO
BHEAKDOWN
by
university has been established
to determine which Florida
universities and colleges will
receive how much , Mautz said .
The largest fund set up was the

Research
Grants
Award ed
Eight USF faculty members
received research grants this
summer totaling over $260,000 for
work in chemistry, medicine,
aging studies, thermal pollution,
and education .
Chemistry Prof. Dean F:
Martin got $21,385 from Procter
and Gamble to study "Environmental Interrelationship s of
Detergent Surfactants."
ASSOCIATE PH.OF. Robert
Braman also from Chemistry
received $36 ,000 from the
National Science Foundation
<NSF l
for
" Studies
of
Molecularity and Reactions of
Selected Heavy l\l'etals in the
Environment."
Another NSF grant went to Dr.
Terence Owen, who received
$38,000 to study amino acids ..
Dr. William Swartz will conduct an "X-Ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopic Investigation" of
metals such as chromium,
platinum, and passadium with a
$20,000 grant from the Petroleum
Research Fund of the American
Chemical Society.
A llEALTll . Education : and
Welfare \HEW l grant of $36 .750
went to pathology profess or
Herschel Sidransky to study liver
cancer ..
A HEW grant of $54,508 will be
used by Assistant Prof. Albert
J .E. Wilson for work in ag ing
studies.
Th e Hill s borou gh County
School Board awarded Assistant
Prof. Erwin Jc,hanningmei e r
$19,285 to work on the Career
Opportunity
Program
this
s ummer.
Marine Science Assislant Prof.
Kenda ll Ca rder . has been g iven
$35.900 for an " Indcp e nctant
Environmental Stud y of Thermal
F:ffect s
of
Pow('r
Plant

insured Student Loan Program
financed by a state bond issue
passed about a year ago and
insured federally , Mautz said.
This program received $9.4
million.
The
student
financi<o1l
assistance program of direct
grants based on need and
scholastic promise was increased
tenfold from $360,000 this year to
$3 .6 million for the year beginning July 1.
THE
STUDENT
Loan
Program , financed from the $3
fee included in community
college and university student
registration plus repayment from
the loan program and other state
scholarships, was authorized at
$2.4 million.
In addition , Mautz said the
residency requirement for loan
applications was lowered from
two years to one year. Maxim um
loan amount was raised from
$1,200 to 1,800 per academic year.
Mautz also said an effort is
bein·g made to keep tuition at its
present level. Instead of raising
tuition , Mautz said funds will
" increase from tax dollars ."
The aid will be available to both
public and private college
students and was authorized by
the 1973 legislature.

Some of USF's radio "hams" missed a
little sleep this weekend, specifically
from 2 p.m. Saturday to 5 p.m. Sunday.
The campus radio club sponsored a 27hour field day on the UC mall as part of a
nationwide emergency preparednes s

Admin istrato rs Vacate
Office s -on the Same Day
BY M t\HILYN i\'l. EVON
Orad1• Starr Writer

Yesterday would have been a
great day for a faculty takeover
of USF'. Most of the key peopie in
the Administration were absent
from sc hool 1
I\ few . like Pres. Cecil Mackey,
were in Tallahassee on route to
New York or awa y on University
business . But most were just out
of it <the offi ce>.
I\ student or otherwise citizen
of the great Sunshine State
st'l' king in format ion or a
llniv!'rsit y opinion co uld very
we ll hav e been rl'il'rred to a
secretary in Personne l Services
after exhausting all oth er sources
in thl' l lSF hi1·rarch~'.
/\bsenlt'es ;ind truant act 111inistr;1tors W!' re not eonfined to
om· area or t lw s ~ · stcm . lwwever :
/\dministrati\'l ' Affairs jus t
!'dgl'd out Stud!'nl Affairs and
/\cade111ic /\!lairs in lhl' numlwr
of out -of-tow1wrs .
Starting at the top. Mackey and

h is tw o special
in-house
assistants, Joe Busta and James
Clark. were out of touch.
Som e of the a dministrators had
solid excuses, like Dr . Jim
Vickrey, director of University
Relations, who was busy being a
new father , but did drop by the
office la te in the day.
Dr . Carl Riggs , vice president
for Academic Affairs; Dr.
Donald Saff. Dean of the
Coll ege of Fin e Arts; Dr. John
Briggs. director of Graduate
Studi es: and Dr . Kemper
Merriam . ac ting dea n of the
College
of
Business
Admini s tration . were all missing
yes lc>rday.
Studen t Affairs was just as
1•mpt y with Vi ce Pres. Joe Howell
and assis tant s Troy Colli er. Dan
Walbolt and Chuck Hew itt not in
tlwir offices.
.'\ thktic Director Ri ch a rd
Bowers is on vacation until late
.July as is llSF General Counsel
Lawr<' ncc> Hobinson .

program .
The field day gave the "hams" a
chance to test portable shortwave
equipment and skills needed to help civil
defense," Red Cross, police and public
utility officials in the envent of a disaster.

AN ALTERNATIVE
LA~ANCBA

DOS

La Mancha Dos was designed as an
alternative for students with no taste for
dormitory rooms but without the budget to
afford high rates of most convention al
apartments either

*

LOW COST

*W ALK TO l!SF

We are located I block from USF. You
don ' t need a car to get to classes if you
live at La Mancha Dos .
Bedroom-stud y to yourself.
Sleep when
you want. study when you want, decorate
and use as you want.

-(; HOOl\lll\ESS

Fully equipped all-electric kitchen,
separate dining room .spacious living
room two full bathrooms. patios
o\·e rlookin g beautiful
courtyards.

'{~ l'l.l"Sll:\ESS

Thick s hag carpet wall· to-w a ll. classy Barc\'lona-style furniture . luxurv ~1ccomodations
throughout .
·

;~·

LI F.·::

tn:ctU-: .\TIO:\

97l-0007

FUN AND

l'lann t' d parti Ps at lea s t once a month . grills
for barbecuing in Pac h court~· a nl . all
1·psid e nts young and single. ·
By nt•xt fall there will bf.' two 2-s torv
n~ n:ation buildin gs. :l
pools . ·sauna.
h 1II1 a rd s. exercise rooms. tennis.
haskt'thall. ,·ollPyhall. pin g pon g. color
T. \" . loun ges .
meditation room .
T r t' e s .
f I o \1 e r s . sh r uh bf.' r v
bt•a ut .' · outsidt>. ,\ place where tl; e
outdoors c111 be enjoyf.'d.

GAMES

Shows from 11 :45

$!17.00-$90.00 per month . That should be less
than even a dormitory.

·{;:{ PHIVACY

7~· SO("I .\I.

1st run in Tampa
X -COLOR
Plus
Second Adult
Feature
Mid night Shows
Fri. & Sat. Cont.

·~

CAf~OL WHITE F'AUL BU l~K[ "'i'"'"'''lsconHYLANo~
MARi.. ROOSON LARRY CtlHIN •• tOR! N/0 SI Ml'l.l

JR

Hesen a lions are

tW\\

beinµ ;u·<·epterl for

tlt.'XI

fall.

lkdu('ed rates for siµnin~ up befort.' Jul~ lst.
Spcl'ifil' apb. rt's<·ned on a Isl <·ome - lst ~ent.' basis.

50¢ w!ID
Friday - June 29 7:30 & 9:30 pm
Saturday - June 30 8:30 p111
Sunday - July 1 8:30 p111
SEA C

LA MANC HA DOS APTS.
Block from USF on 42nd St 11
Phone 971-01 00
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Workers' Votes Meant Zero
If an army loses a war . the general
doesn't go out and shoot his remaining
soldiers, but USF 's Physical Plant
administrators, are in kind doing just
that.

When Physical Plant workers related
widespread falsification of work
reports last quarter, an audit was
The
conducted by the University.
completed audit showed that there
were morale problems, and that the
falsified work · reports were an
-everyday thing.
THE AUDIT suggested, among other
things, that supervisors were not being
used to maximum capacity, and cited
workers ' reports of poor supervisory
personnel as evidence of the problem .

(Editorials & Commentary)
Now, the administrators of Physical
Plant have responded to the audit's
charge of poor morale by going against
the wishes of the men and have switsome sections back to a five-day work
week . A vote conducted by the administrators, showed that 60 per cent of
the men did not want to drop the
present 10-hour-four day week, in favor
of a traditional 8-hour-five day week .
However, last week the switch was
made .
THE ORACLE sees this as nothing
·more than a blatant move to cover up

lhe i ncom petcnc e of s up e rvi s or y
personnel, by blaming morale and
supervisory problems on the system .
All a change of schedules will do , is
as
lower morale even further
evidenced by the widespread 'complaints by workers .
If supervisors are going to go through
the motions of having a vote lo see how
the men feel, we think they shoul d
a bide by what the men say. It is not
only counter-productiv e to good
morale , but highly unethical to have a
vote, and then go against the consensus ,
as Physical Plant has done .

We would like to see supervisory
personnel eith er do their jobs, or be
fired a nd repl aced . The system should
not be bla med for lhe deficiencies of
those paid to admini ster il, and workers
should nol be made lo s uffer because
their s upervisors can nol do a proper
job.

WE SEE a pa rallel between changing
the work week because of poor
supervisors, and the Roman runner
who reported that the battle was lost,
only to have his superior say, "Off
with his head!" The runner
replied , "Pray sire, I do not make the
news, I only report it." We remind
Physical Plant's administrators, the
men did not foul up the system and lose
the battle, they only did what their
superiors told them .

Mr. Nixon,
Will CREP
Buy Bombs?
The Oracle wishes to thaak the U.S .
House of Representatives for voting
yesterday to cut off funds for any and
all combat activity by U.S. forces.
Hopefully this may prove to be the
proverbial light at the end of the tunnel,
that has proven so elusive in years past.
HOWEVER, ALL is not yet won .
President Nixon still has an opportunity
to veto the bill . If he does veto the bill ,
it looks doubtful that an override would
be possible, in light of the 235-172
passage .
On a decision as crucial as this ,
legislators need all the encouragement
they can get from voters back home .
We urge readers to write their
congressmen and tell them of your
support for this amendment.
:-:·~

"····AND, OF COURSE, t\= CANWJDIA FEL.L-, IHE.N \-AOS WOULD FAU., AND H= \.,AOS FEU., ...• 11

Viet War Objectors Need Help
Editor :
There has to be someone interested in
what happens to the few or many of
Otar men who are conscientious objectors . . . And-or the few who didn't
have a good reason for deserting; but,
are sorry and really want to make
amends!
When the prodigal son returned, the
father didn 't have him thrown in jail! !
THIS · COUNTRY was founded on
Christian principle ... and it looks like

This public document was·
promulgated at an ~nnual cost or
$147,208.42 or 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students.
starr and faculty of the University
or South Florida. <Forty per cent
or the per issue cost is offset by
advertising revenue.)

(letters)
someone is trying <and succeeding) in
throwing out a lot of it! Starting, God
only knows where! But citing one instance, the elimination of prayers from
the classroom. Now no one has to pray,
But these
if he doesn 't want to.
traditions of our country and what
they represent should not be discarded any more than we would tear down the
shrines that tell the stories of
America's history .. .Very soon, we'll
have no guideposts, no remind(;)rs of
Christian morality at all . .. . <Won't the
Co_mmunists be happy?!)
If American women have volunteered
to go abroad to care for the abandoned
war babies, why couldn't some of our

war resisters choose to do this or
something similar for a given length of
time. Jail certainly will not build
patriotism! Our jails are another of
our inhumanities to man!
Why can't the President or Congress
channel some of our "Space" budget to
a Rehabilitation Program that could
include all those adversely affected by
the war . . .including returning vets!
AMERICA WAS, in the beginning;
like a big family seeking freedom with
responsibilities; prospoperity through
honest hard labor; and peace of mind
by living as brothers and sisters - really
caring what happened to the other man
or family . Today it is a conglomeration
of people, like animals, climbing all
over each other to get to the top of - what?

F .C. Browning
English ·

AFTEH ALMOST four and a half
years, Nixon has still not ended the
senseless killing in Indochina. We are
glad to see another branch of our
government take the initiative to
bring a true peace to both America and
Indochina .
President Nixon finally has the
mandate he has long been craving. We
only hope he recognizes it.

(letters policy)
The Oracle welcomes letters
to the editor on all topics. All
letters must be signed and
include the writer's student
classification and telephone
number.
Letters should be typewritten
The editor
triple spaced.
to edit or
right
reserves the
Letters
shorten letters.
received by noon will be considered for publication the
following day.
Mail boxes are located in the
UC and Library for letters to
the Editor.
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Women's Center Plans
First Meeting July 10

HEUO?. ..

BY ANNE LAUGHLIN
Oracle Staff Writer

All women currently enrolled
at USF are invited to the first
Women's Center meeting at 8
p.m .. on July 10 in the UC
Ballroom.
"We want to elect an interim
board of directors who will plan
the policy for the Women's
Center," Peggy Dinkel, member
of the Women's Advisory Board,
said.
"IT WON'T BE permanent
because the summer enrollment
doesn't accurately reflect the
regular student body."
Kerry Kennedy, coordinator of
Women's Affairs, said faculty
and staff were welcome, but
could not vote . .
"The students pay their fees for
student activities," Kennedy
said. "We have to draw the line
somewhere."

THe; N/1H&'G
ZONkeR. Hllf<R.15.1
:i'M IN rOR.
fJ()SGcSS/ON

Or Hl1t<IJIJ.4NA !

\

Funding for the
Women's Center will
probably come from
the student activity
fee and preferably
from the "cultural
activities cartel."
--Kerry Kennedy
THE WOMEN'S Center,
located in vacated SEAC offices
UC 159 and 164, is in the process
of formulating a set policy and
determining its funding, according to Kennedy.
"I'd like to see a separate
women's union or student
government," Dinkel said, "But
· we need all of the . women
students to provide input. I'm not
looking to exclude men; we will
probably just include consciousness raising groups for

them."
Funding for the Women~s
Center will probably come from
the student activity fee and
preferably froin the "cultural
activities cartel," according to
Kennedy.
"WE ARE TRYING to get
away from secretaries and stuff
like that," she said . .. "But we'll
definitely need some staff."
Another proposal which will be
discussed is the .possibility of a
women's literature lending
library.
_ "Some people don't like to call
it feminist literature,'' Kennedy
said. "But a lot of it is (feminist)
and I don't see how we can get
away from it."
THE BOARD of directors will
include five members and a
chairman, Kennedy said.
"We will meet in September to
see if the students want to
maintain the set-up.," . she said.

Physical Plant Workers Call
Latest Meeting >I Snow Job'
BY RICHARD URBAN
Oracle Staff Writer

Disgruntled Physical Plant workers described
their meeting Thursday with management as a
"snow job" when informed of the reasoning behind
the decision to go back to a five-day work week.
Larry Jackson, an electrical worker, said, "Most
everybody took the snow job as planned. I don't
know if everyone got scared or what, but they just
t ook it."
('llAHLES BUTLER, director of Physical Plant
said there was a "mixed reaction" to the decision to
go back to a five-day, eight hour per day week.
f/NFORll/NATE/..Y,

:£ MIS HOllJIN 1
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Jackson said Butler told the group of workers at
the meeting they have an "obligation to the
University. "A lot of us don't feel we have an
obligation," Jackson said. "They told us we have a
duty to fulfil this obligation. That's just a lot of
patriotic bullshit."
.Jackson said he asked Butler why, after one and
one half years, they decided to change back to fiveday work weeks when reports on the four-day
weeks were favorable. He said Butler told him .
production was getting bad, and supervisors were
having problems scheduling jobs when they only
had full crews three days per week.
"THEY C:\:\"T throw their scheduling problems

Florida Center for the Arts
Six Corn·t·rts *
July 3 Brahms, lkh11ssy_

~lozarl

on us," Jackson said after the meeting.
"Forty r::iurs is 40 hours whether you work 10 hours
for four days or eight hours for fi:ve."
When Jackson asked for statistics on Butler's
claim that production was down, he said he was told
it was hard to keep records showing work
production in an operation like Physical Plant's.
One reason for extending the work week, according to Butler, was electrical workers were "too
tired" because of their moonlighting on outside
jobs.
Jackson said this was not true.
"ALL THE DUDES doing heavy moonlighting
have never said they were too tired or they had too
much work," he said. "Most of us schedule our
extra jobs on our off days, and this doesn't affect
our work at the University."
Another subject brought up by Jackson at the
meeting was putting "workers grossly out of their
trade," making them do work other than that for
which they were hired.
Jackson said George Chavez, assistant director
of Physical Plant, told the workers "we could send
you home when it rains," referring to the construction labor practice of not paying workers for
days when they don't work due to bad weather.
J.'\CKSON SAID, "He <Chavez) told us, 'you get
a paycheck every two weeks,' and so they got us in a
spot.

"World's Master ol
Chamber Music"•••• Time
"Singly and as a group, IT HAS NO

J 111 y 5 ;\ 11 Bt·t't hm t•11

SUPERIOR ON THE WORLD'S
SfAGES" •••N. Y. Timeg

July 7 Bt•ethmt•11, Hmt'L St'ssio11s

TICl(ETS NOW ON SALE:
Series Plan or Sin:..de-En'nl Ti<·kets

July 10 Haydn, Marti1111, ~lt'11dt'lssol111

All t'oncert :-<eats resened, ·
Rt'lwarsal and 111a:ott•rcla~~ :o't~ab
on
..
first t'olllt' - fir:ot :oen ed ha:ois.

July .~. Bartok, M ozarl
July 14 Hi11de111i1h, lhorak, \\ t•lwrn
*Programs suhjet'l lo t'ha11~t·.

Daily Workshop Sessions:

THE GUARNERI
STRING QUARTET
In Residence

July 2-14

Sl i \I \IE I{ Cl L\ \I B EH \ll SIC SE HI ES
Open Rehearsals
Perform a nee
Master Classes

5

Theatre Box Office 974-2323
Call 9.am - 5pm weekdays
Box office open I: 15 - -1: 30pm weekdays

STliDE\T R.\TE: 11.\LF PRICE
to full-time LSF :otudt•11ts who
present sm11nH'r q11arter ft't' card al
the BO\: Office. Tickt'I:-< limit al thi:o
prit·t•: Two tickets pt'r t'OIH't'rl per
studt'nl. \o mail ordt·r:o at't't'fllt'd.
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Jerald Reynold s'

Voice Student s
Win Standin gs

'A Day in the Death'
The British film, "A Day in the
Death of Joe Egg," starring Alan
Bates and Janet Suzman, will be
shown in its first Tampa screening
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in LAN 103. The
film is a tragic domestic farce about

the relationship between two parents
and their vegetable-like wheelchair
ridden daughter. Admission to the
Film Art Series presentation, adapted
from the Peter Nichols' stage play, is
75 cents.

Two voit't' stu<h-11ts u11df'r the
din•l't ion of .lt•rald Ht•y110lds,
associate profl'ssor of music arts,
havl' ht'l'll award t•d prl' s li~ious
standings.
William Mads1•11 , a USF
student who graduat(•d in .June,
won a scholarship to thl' Huris
Goldovsky Summer Opera
Workshop , which only accepts
"exceptionally gifted" young
performers. The workshop is
held from July 22 through Aug. 16
at the Oglesbay Institute in
lllinois.
l\tr\DSl<:N WILL do graduate
work at the University of Illinois
beginning in the fall , according
to Heynolds .
Mary Diana, a junior at USF ,
has been invited to sing a soprano
solo from Mahler's Fourth
Symphony with the Brazil
National Symphony . Reynolds
said Diana was invited by the
conductor of the Symphony
Eleazarde Carvalho. Carvalho
appeared on campus last year to
participate in a music series .
Diana has also been given a
scholarship to participate in the
Brazil Music Festival this
summer, Reynolds said .
"l'M VEHY proud of them,"
Reynolds said. "They 're both

Jerald Reynolds
very deserving. They are two of
my better students."
Reynolds said he felt quite
close to Madsen and Diana
because when they first came to
him they didn't "show promise.
They made wonderful progress
under training. indictive of their
own abilities," he said. "They're
both quite intelligent and I'm
proud of them .''

CAMPUSCYCLERY
5224 FOWLER

BICYCLE
SALES

Asolo Hosts Variety of Plays

988-9316

and

1

"1 Mile Eaat

REPAIRS

From l}jf.:
entrance

The world premiere of Oscar
Wilde's children tale, "The
Canterville Ghost," will be
presented July 1 through 13 at the
Asolo State Theatr~ in Sarasota.
The play tells the story of an
American ambassador and .his
family and their dealings with the
ghost in their 500-year--0ld British
manor house.
. PERFORMANCE dates and
times are at 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. on

Film to Depict
Sea Farming

(prtuitw)
July 3, 5, 6, 10, 12 and 13. There
will !>ea 2 p.m. matinee on July 1
and 8.
"The Rose Tattoo," ii comedy
by Tennessee Williams , has
opened and will continue in
repertory through September 1.
The play deals with a
passionate and earthy woman
who becomes a widow and
mourns despairingly until she
who
meets another man
resembles her past husband .

WILLIAl\1 Shakespeare's "The
Merchant of Venice" will open
July 'rl at the Asolo. It will be the
last professional show to enter
the Asolo's repertory this season .
"Hotel Paradiso" ' George
Maurice
Feydeau's and
Desvallieres' classic French
bedroom farce. will be performed
from July 31 through August 28.
Reservations and performance
schedules may be obtained by
calling the Asolo Box Office at
!813! 355-2771, by writing the box
office at P.O . Drawer E,
Sarasota, Florida 33578 or by
visiting the theatre on the
grounds of the Ringling Museum.

••:JOE EGG~ISA
BRILLIANT FILM!
YOUOWE ITTO
YOURSEL F TO
SEE IT ·~~
-JUDITHCRIST,

•

New York Magazine

The film, "The Great Sea
Farm," which reveals the
potential of farming in the sea,
will be featured free at the
Dieter's Special film program at
· the downtown Tampa Public
Library Wednesday at noon.
Also shown will be the films
''Hot Stuff/' . "Karate," and
"Finger ·Game5 .No. 1."
The Library is located at 900 N.
AsrJey· St.

DEADLINE
COLUMBIA PICTURES Pre•ents
A DOMINO PRODUCTION

LUtt PAINT
& BODY SHOP

June 30th is the last day
to aign up. for next fall at

he place to have you
r repaired correctly.

La Mancha Dos

ALAN BATES
JANET SUZMAN

A Day

intheDeath
of JoeEgg

at the special rates.
$67-90 a month
907

PH.

129thAve
971-11. 15

1 Block from campus
on 42nd St.
Phone 971-0100

a1so starring

PETER BOWLES ·JOAN HICKSON ·SHEILA GISH

Screenplay by PETER NICHOLS based on·h1s play
Produced by DAVID DEUTSCH· Direcled by PETER MEDAK R _ ..'!!~~'!°. ~- '

FIRST TAMPA SHOWING
Wednesday June 27 B:OOpm
Film Art Series
LAN 103 75¢
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Pink
Floyd
whose current album
"Dark Side of the Moon"
has skyrocketed on the
national trade record
charts will appear in
concert Friday at 8 p.m. at
Tampa Stadium.
This will . be the last
stadium concert for the
summer, according to Bob
Pierce, stadium instructor
Pierce
of operations.
said stadium personnel
must get the field ready
for the upcoming football
season.
Tickets to the concert
are $5 in advance and $6
the day of the show. They
are on sale at the Stadium
box office.

Paul Simo n:
BY VIVIAN MULEY .
Entertainment Editor
In his second solo album, Paul
Simon distinguishes himself as
what Ro!ling Stone called him -"The consummate master of the
contemporary narrative song ."
Simon's "There goes Rhymin'
Simon'" on the Columbia label
is a splendid portrayal of brilliant
with
coupled
songwriting
In
sparkling musical genius.
essence, it is a verv mellow
·
album .
~IMON llAS come a long way
since his early days of Simon and
Garfunkel. He has committed
himself to being an agile, sensitive musician, utilizing such
attributes as his wry humor, the
Dixie Hummingbirds, and an all
black rhythm and blues gospel
band, and the Onward Brass
Band, a Dixieland jazz band .
Simon is a poet. a musician and a

family man a nd it shows
throughout the ten songs on the
album .
He opens the album with a light
pop-rock motif that speaks of
"the crap I learned in high
school." "Kodacharome" uses
the bright colors of color
photography as a symbolic
metaphor for imaginative vigor.
"Tenderness" is a late-fifties
type ballad featuring the Dixie
Hummingbirds . ."Take Me to the
Mardi Gras" is a fluidly melodic
son g about New Orleans, the
Mardi Gras and daydreams come
true. It fades out with some high
quality dixieland jazz by the
Onward Brass Band.

0/d-Tim e' Blue Grass
To be ·Feature d at Lawtey
1

Blue Grass music lovers will be
able to enjoy the weekend-long
"First Old-Time Blue Grass
Jamboree" to be held .July 6 and
7, at the Lawtey. Fla . Blue Grass
Special Country Music Park,
seven miles north of Sta rke off
Highway :301.
Cash prizes will be awa rded to
blue grass musicians who win
indi vidual competitions in guitar,
mandolin, bass, fiddle and banjo .
Awards will also be given to
winning blue grass bands.
Contests will be held Friday night
No
thr0ugh Saturday night.
electrical instruments are permitted.

SPORTS CAI{
SERVICE
Professional Service
Tampa's newest shop
:by Tampa's oldest sport's
car dealership

~at

Authorized M.G., Jaguar,
Lamborghini
Sales and Service
DAVE HEINZ IMPORTS
1101 E. Hillsborough
Ph. 238-8485

Admission is $5 for both days
for adults or $2.50 for Friday and
$:!for Saturday. Admission for
childrl'n from ti to 12 years old is
$1 t>ach clay.
There is no addi tional charge
for cam ping . howt>ver, all
eampt> rs must have a Wl'l'kt>nd
pa ss.

song,
LOVE
SIMON'S
"Something So Right," is a
subdued song about a pessimistic
man who finds his love quite
unbelievable and declares it in a
most beautiful manner.
Side one ends with some down
right rythm and blues . "One
Man's Ceiling is Another Man's
Floor" does not only bring to
mind that blues philosophy but
utilizes some fine keyboards by
Barry Beckett.
Side two is even better than the
first half of the album because it
serves as a zenith of Simon's
abilities .
"AMERICAN TUNE" reflects
a mood of tragic reflection of
America . If no other song does,
this one does establish Simon as
that ··consummate master .'' It is
a, quiet song with only Simon's
voice and his quitar, sometimes
touched with a bit of symphonic
strings. The lyrics are poetically
simple. Simon sees America as a
nation that is lost. but it's still
home. He dreams he is dead and
equates it with the death of
America. The tragic note comes
through in the end , however:
"Tomorrow's going to be another
working day."
"Was a Sunny Day" picks up
tlw tempo and recreates the high
of
im age
school

Pellets for Bean
Bag Chairs

CONEY'S
IN fERlORS
1412 W. Platt Ph. 258-2131

"Kodachrome." "Learn How to
Fall" is another melodic tune
with binding duo guitars -- Simon
and Jerry Pucket. "St. Judy's
Comet" is a tender song about a
young child, who wants to stay up
late to await "St. Judy's Comet
roll across the skies. ; "

The last song on the .album,
completes the musical cycle.
"Love Me Like A Rock" is a
hand-clapping facsimile of a
It offers a ·
black spiritual.
powerful spirit and a fitting
ending to this rich . phenomenon
of Simon expertise.

•****************************"

f

Electric Jam Session

f

:

Tonight

:

*#

8:00 - 10:30 pm

:*

*

U.C. Ballroom
FREE

SEAC

t*
:*
*

•*****************************'
PACE
CHANGE OF
FOR A ------~1
------1r··----

I
TRY THE ALL NEW .
I TREASURELAND FUN CENTER I
1

1

1

II
·1
II
I

featuring

Driving Machines
I
Fossball
Missiks
Air Hockey
Rifks d
I
Volle_y
an gafore
·•·
Pool Tables
Pinballs,
.
open at 11 am daily.

I

;

I

I
II
I

I

This ad good for 1 free game
I per person.on the fabulous air hockev I
., I
Expire:-; July 10, 1973
I

;

------------------The South's Number One
Rock and Roll Club
TUES.-SUN. featuring

PAPA DOC

14929 N. Nebraska

FRl.-MON. featuring recording group
STORM - new releases on Bell Records
LIBERATIO N DAY PARTY FOR 18 YR. OLDS
SUNDAY JULY 1st
Storm Et FREE BEER 3:00 p.m. till 4:30 p.m.
No Rip Off Prices
No Hassle Atmosphere
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USFMarine Scientists Active
power plants." Dr. Larry Doyk
said.
The $!iB.OOO grant.
renewable yearly. focuses on an
analysis of sea grasses and the
sediments on which they lie.
The Anklote Environmental
Project at Tarpon Springs. the
largest with Florida Power. is a
"multidisciplinary approach
which has the purpose of studying
the environment before and after
a power plant goes into
operation," Doyle said. "The
study is unique in the before and
after approach," Hopkins noted.
Last year Florida Power
specified $218,000 for the Anklote
River project alone.
The Department also receives
a yearly budget from the State
University System's Institute of
Oceanography, to procure "ship
time."

BY DIANNE STEPHANIS
Oracle Staff Writer

Researchers at USF's Marine
Science
Department
are
currently involved in five major
oceanographic projects funded
with nearly half a million dollars
in grants.
The Department, located at
USF's Bay Campus in St.
Petersburg, has nine .full-time
professors and over 50 graduate
students who work in the areas of ·
environmental
study
and
research into physical and
chemical properties of the ocean
and its inhabitants.
THREE MAJOR projects
tackled by the researc;hers are in
areas surrounding Tampa Bay.
These are Florida Power funded
studies in the Crystal River, at
Weedon Island in Bartow and at
Tarpon Springs.
The Office of Naval Research
<ONRl recently almost doubled
the ' $53,000 grant which it
awarded the Department in the
first. year of a two-year study on
particulate matter forming on
the ocean floors.
- -D0ctors Ken Carder and Peter
Bedser are the principal
· . researchers in the study of the
' · optical and chemical properties

Three major projects
tackled by the
researchers are m
areas surrounding
Dr. Ken Carder
of suspended particles and
sediment which form in layers on
the ocean bottom.
As an added bonus in the grant,
the ONR gave the· Department
about $90,000 worth of equipment
with which to study the
properties of the specific particles.
One computerized wavelength-measurer, the
· Atomic
Absorption
Spectrophotometer, ( (EAS) is worth
approximately $25,000 alone.
Along with capturing the
chemical analysis of the particles
being studied; the AAS has
barriers which keep the temperature of the specimens

Tampa Bay.
stabilized for balance.
"YOU COULD be a gorilla and
operate the system once it was
set up," Don Eggimann, a
graduate assistant involved in
the laboratory
end of the
research , said. Fully automatic,
the machine even turns off the
graph paper when not in use.
Equipment is a large part of
the department 's budget, and
grants such as a recent one from
the National Science Foundation
for a 36-foot fiberglass cabin
cruiser are much appreciated.
"Ships going to sea for sam pies cost between $2,000 and
$5,:JOO a day," Dr. Thomas

· Assault------C~ntinued from Page I

He said he was admitted to Rice's
office, noting that Wallace was
· also present.
- ·
"She <Wallace> was harassing
me with statements," Martin· Trigona said. "So I said, 'Listen
.baby, I suggest you mind your
own business.' ."
ACCORDING TO MartinTrigona, Rice then "completely
lost his temper, and within an
instant, took off his jacket and
came over and assaulted me."
He said Rice threw . him against
the wall and grabbed him around
the throat and ultimately threw him out of the office. - MartinTrigon sai,d the alleged assault
was "completely unprovoked."
He said he ·told Rice he was
going to Mackey's office to report
the inddent.
But, according to MartinTrigona, he was apprehended by
three University Police <UP>
officers when he . reached
Mackey's office. He said they
held him .for one hour, but did not
tell him if charges had been filed
against him.
MARTIN-TRIGONA . said he
"learned later" that Rice had
requested his arrest for "causing
a disturbance,' ; but later dropped
all charges.
Rice said ye~terda.Y he
"shouldn't make a' siat.e menh at
this time," because .the"ca};e,.wcas
to be brought to c::oui;;i '.
·
'\All a.hai;ges wBl get ~n,~
swered," Rice said: ''There are
enough people who 'saw it."
· MARTI!\ TRIGONA said he
spoke to Dr. Joe Howell, vice
president for Student Affairs;
and Dan Walbolt. assistant vice
president for Student Affairs;
about the alleged assault that day
and claimed Walbolt promised
him that "there will be an investigation and action will be
taken ."
However. he said he "never
heard . from Wal bolt again."
Walbolt was unavailable for
comment yesterday.
:\Iartin-Trigona said he took his
grade appeal to Dr. William
Scheurele.
assistant
\'ice
president for Academic Affairs.
He said Scheurele also found "no
basis" for a grade change.

HOWEVER, SCHEURELE
said yesterday he "had looked
into" the grade appeal before
making his decision. Sisco said
he also investigated the case
again at this time at Scheurele's
request.
Martin-Trigona said he went
next to Dr. Carl Riggs, vice
president for Academic Affairs,
who conducted a grade appeal
hearing March 2. He said Riggs
"outright refused';_to allow him
to play a tape-recorder or have
an attorney present during the
hearing. Riggs was unavailable
for comment.
After receiving a negative
response from Riggs concerning
the grade, Martin-Trigona said
he · met with Howell, who
suggested he write Mackey. He
said. he did so, but received no
response.
Howell was also
unavailable for comment.
APRIL !l, Martin-Trigona said
he went to a Board of Regents
<BORl meeting in Tallahassee to
bring the case to Dr. Robert
Mautz, State Universi.ty System
chancellor.
He also said he
talked to Floyd Christian, Florida
Commissioner of Educatiori,
about the matter.
Christian was unavailable for
comment yesterday, but his
se.cretary !)~id,hel:Jad''tw~edthe
entire matter over Jo Mautz .." ·
Yksterdav Nlautz said there"'was
rnit rnuch ~'.. for hjs ; office t9
deter!lline, noting ,grades are
"within the province of the
University."
Mautz said the matter is in
Mackey's and Riggs' authority.
S('llEl'HELE SAID yesterday
"as far" as he knew, the grade
issue was closed. Sisco said he
was "not certain of the outcome
of the sessions with Riggs.
"This student has been
harrassing me and my family for
some time," Sisco said. "He
calls late at night sometimes," he
said. Sisco said he felt Hawes to
be "very competent," and
expressed "every confidence" in
her.
Rice said Assistant University
Counsel Steve Wenzel will
represent him in the assault case.
but Wenzel said yesterday he
\\·ould not.

"I THINK this office is handling it, but I'm not a trial
lawyer," Wenzel said. He noted
the issue of who would represent
Rice would be a "policy decision"
to be made by administrators,
since the University Counsel can
only represent faculty in
"university matters."

Dean---

Dr. Larry Doyle

Hopkins said. The sea samplt.
instruments are also costly and
can easily be lost. A lab in;;trument costing $1,800 is nothing
unique to us. They are electronic
and upkeep is very expensive,"
he added.
"THE MARINE research
HOPKINS IS presently in Costa
department is ranked tenth in the
Rica presenting a paper on midnation, and we've only been
water community food chains,
operating for three years,"
his main project. This study,
Hopkins said. "We have a young,
which involves both near-shore
progressive faculty, and that.
and deep-water analysis, is on
coupled with our location on the
pallagic organisms and fish-Tampa Bay offers great
' 'who feeds on who, what eats
potential for advancement."
what."
Asked his opinion on the difThe three Florida Power
ference between grants to the
projects involve about $200,000 in space
program
and
to
research grants and are aimed oceanographic research, Carder
toward the study of en- said the answer was a "question
vironmental conditions.
of one's philosophy.
People
The two projects at Weedon
always think that their science is
the best science," he said. "As
Island, in Bartow, and at Crystal
long as contributions are being
River involve general studies in
hydrography--the study of the · made, manifestations can extend
to the other sciences."
physical
and
chemical
Modern computers, he noted,
parameters of the water.
were designed for use in space
exploration. But the low-weight,
"THE BARTOW project is
small packages are ideal for
really a study of the benthic
communities in the vicinity of research at sea.

GUITAR STRINGS
10% OFF WITH THIS AD
Survival Bookworks 12303 Nebraska Ave.
Open 7 days a week 11 :00 till close

(',ontinued from Page I

L. Chapin; assistant Attorney
General Henry W. Petersen, and
others.
"The Watergate matter was an
inevitable outgrowth of a climate
of excessive concern over leaks,
an insatiable appetite · for
political intelligence, all coupled
with a do-it-yourself White House
staff regardless of the law,''
Dean said.
AT A MAH('ll ~I meeting with
Nixon, Dean testified he told him
that the · President's personal
lawyer, Herbert W. Kalmbach,
had been used to raise the money
to pay the seven defendants at the
instruction of Ehrlichman,
Haldeman and Mitchell.
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Their Mission: Increase
Understanding of Space
BY ANN CRAVENS
Oracle Feature Editor

Wilson, left, Kurschwitz, center, and Coup prepare to
demonstrate some of the principals of rocketry.

Travel Tips

Motorcycles Move
A motorcycle is _the perfect vehicle for mythic experience, particularly in America. We have a tradition of open-air heroes with
wind-rush in their faces.
Touring by bike means choosing the right one. For long-distance
touring, big and powerful machines are obligatory. Big means heavy,
because weight keeps you close to the ground despite speed and
bumps, keeps you tracking in a straight line despite wind and passing
trucks, keeps you stable, even loaded with luggage and partner.
POWERFUL MEANS HIGH speed to get there quickly to reduce
fatigue, ability to pass and to pull on hills, efficiency that saves your
engine, less vibration to keep your brains from scrambling.
Beyond those factors, your machine should be well-designed so
that it's safe <brakes, suspension), reliable <reputation, availability of
dealers and parts), and equipped for touring <windshield, good seats,
saddlebags, etc.).
It would be a blessing all around if it were also quiet in operation.
This keeps you happy because you get to hear some of the rest of the ·
world, and keeps others happy because they get to hear some of the
rest of the world, too. All this points to a new or late-model road bike of
around 500 cc or more, something like a big Harley, Honda, BMW, etc.
THE BIKE SHOULD be put in top shape before you start out
(brakes, tires, chain, mufflers, tuneup, lights, horn). Besides that,
periodically tighten down whatever is loose: Once on tour, regularly
make close visual inspections and tightening sessions. It can literally
be a drag if something falls off.
Riding clothes and accessories make a big difference in comfort
:rncl safety. Boots are essential for cranking, to prevent frostbite
<really), for protection, for vibration damping. A helmet is essential
and m some states legally necessary. It also cuts noise appreciably.
Leather is the only clothing material that can resist wearing-tearingpuncturing under shock and stress; seal out wind and cold; remain
pliable and comfortable. Get a jacket with zippers and mandarin
collar. Gloves should be gauntletted. Goggles or face mask.
Raingear.
-Tools should include a tire repair kit <with tire irons), air source,
and owner's manual; spare parts should include bulbs, cables, points
and plugs.
CAMPING EQUIPMENT makes it all possible at low cost. Bring
a small tent, even if it's only a plastic $2 tube tent. A down sleeping
bag is ultimately a bargain because it packs smaller and keeps you
warmer than any other fill material.
In packing the stuff, balance it as best as possible, both left and
right, and fore and aft. Keep everything as low as possible. There are
tank bags available as well as saddle bags.
When riding, remember that bikes are not cars. They call for
greater skill, more knowledge, much more awareness. These are not
liabilities of the motorcycle; they are in large par.t what makes
motorcycling rewarding. Unlike a car, a motorcycle is n.ot simply a
way of getting somewhere -- it is a way of getting somewhere with
style and complete consciousness . Concentration on riding makes it
both fun and safe.
Boredom and fatigue can be deadly_ Motorcycle tourers should
travel fewer miles and fewer hours per day than motorists. Plan to
stop often -- to relax , hike , sightsee, loaf. You 'll get adventure aplenty .
EDITOR ' S NOTE : For more information, read "Motorcycle Camping and Touring , "
I Th e Tobey Publishing Co., SJJ or "Vagabonding in America" by Ed Buryn (Random House Bicyclists should try "Bike Trippin" by Tom Cuthbertson (Ten Speed
Bookworks. S4 .95J
Press , SJJ All are available from INFORMATION EXCHANGE, Dept. TT, 22 Wes! Monroe
Street. Chicago, Illinois 60603. Include full price of books, 25 cents postage and handlinq
charge for each book and {if you are an Illinois resident) S per. cent sales tax.

Remember when Star-Trek
first went on TV and the females
all wore very short skirts, colored
stockings and high boots--and
remember how two years later
women were wearing essentially
the same thing on the streets of
Tampa?
Remember the automatic
doors on the Enterprise and the
first day you ran into the U-Save
. door with no electric eye and no
pressure mat, yet it sprang
obediently open as you approached?
THIS MAY COME as a shock,
but in a very real way we are
living in the future . Technology
is changing the world faster than
the average man can gain an
understanding of the processes
that control his life.
Two men working to increase
man's understanding of the space
age were on campus last week
helping conduct Dr . Walter
Kruschwitz's space science
workshop, a graduate level
education course.
Robert E. Wilson and Richard
V. Coup, both space science
education specialists with the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration <NASA), conduct
teacher workshops . as part of
their summer programs. · During
the school year, each travels to
different schools explaining the
space program and some of its
technology.
IN ADDITION to the space
seminars conducted by Wilson
and Coup, Kruschwitz, associate
professor of Physics, teaches his
students other aspects of space
technology-meteorology, navigation and a bit of astronomy.
Thursday the air force will
airlift the class to the air base at
Huntsville, Ala., and the course
will wind up with a tour of
Kennedy Space Center next
Thursday ,
Wilson and Coup are officially
instructors at Oklahoma State
University, but they work exclusively in an educational role
for NASA.
COUP IS FHOM Tq_mpa.
Ironically. he is a graduate of the
University of Tampa with a
degree in fine arts .
He might still be playing bass
trombone with an orchestra and
singing when the vocalist didn't
show up, if a science teacher he
knew hadn't left school -in the
middle of the year_ .
Coup was asked to fill in for
him and then to stay on for the
following year. He was hooked on
science.
"IT GOT TO the point where it
became an obsession," he said .

ERTS is also capable of
relaying inform a ti on from
remote sensing devices placed at
intervals in the Wfi?Slern
Hemisphere.
These sensing devices can
predict a volcanic eruption in
their area two weeks in advance.
as well as ·keep track of glacial
movement; water temperatures
·ani;I levels and predict potential
·
-floods.
The field of medical technology
is· another which has been
transformed largely due to advances in space technology.
Electronic processing of bodily
functions, similar to but not as
sophisticated as the Star-Trek
sensors, -is now possible, he said.
Even long months traveling
from one town to another in
Georgia (his territory) don't dim
Coup's enthusiasm for the space
program and its ultimate
"Everything I saw, I saw in . justification in terms of benefits
to man .
physical and scientific terms."
One of the most fascinating
Wilson taught earth science for·
of the first moon landings,
results
several years and worked for
and one of the lea_st publicized, is
industries before joining NASA
the effects of lunar dust on plants.
eight years ago.
AGAIN, IT MAY sound like
One of the space projects
fiction, but experiments ·
science
Wilson and Coup discuss quite a
with corn . and other plants
bit is the Earth Resources
growing in normal soil that had
Technology Satellite CERTS).
been lightly sprinkled with lunar
The satellite photographs the
dust showed remarkable growth
earth's surface in different
rates compared to , id.entical
wavelengths of light, enabling
controls grown in the .sametechnicians with the - aid of
mediµm -without the dtist
computers to locate mineral
If fhe scientists could figure out
deposits, map pollution, study
what it is in the lunar dust that
vegetation and other phenomena
caus~s the phenomenal growth,
of the earth's surface.
the entire space project would
"IT'S MY OPINION that this
pay for itself, Coup said. The
kind of system, 10 years from
possibilities for increasing the
now, will shape the way the
world's food supply are
are
resources
earth's
staggering.
said.
developed," Coup

13112 n. florida ave.

7034 w. hillsborougb
(peacock alley)

$19.95

beanbags

TODA Y'S WORLD
DONATE ON A REGULAR BLOOD PLASMA
PROGRAM AND RECEIVE UP TO $40 A MONTH
BRING STUDENT ID OR THIS AD
AND RECEIVE A BONUS WITH YOUR FIRST
DON.4TION

HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla 33602
appointment available to fit your class schedule

call 253-2844
Monday through Friday

7AMto2PM
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USF Goes University Division
BY GARY HACKNEY
Oracle Staff Writer
USF's intercollegiate teams
will step up to the University
Division beginning Qtr. 1.
The move is a result of a June 4
Athletic
Council
recommendation which was approved
by USF Pres. Cecil Mackey last
Tuesday. and awaits a formal
letter of application from Mackey
to the NCAA.
ONCE THE letter is received
by the NCAA the classification
change is automatic.
Athletic Director Dr. Richard
Bowers gave recruiting and team
schedules as the reasons for the

Athletic Council making the
recommendation.
"There's prestige involved in
being in the top class. We'll be
compared to Florida State and
the University of Florida rather
than Rollins and the smaller
schools," said Bowers.
BOWERS ADDED the affiliation in the University
Division will be a point in USF's
favor when a player decides
which school to attend.
The switch to the upper division
is being made prior to the
proposed reorganization of the
NCAA, which will be decided on
in its August convention.

To diange classifications now,
all that is needed is a letter to tlw
NCAA requesting permission to
move into the division. Approval
is a formality.
HUT UNDER THE NCAA
reorganization, each division
would be allowed to establish its
own criteria and these would
have to be met before a team
could enter that division.
"We simply felt it would be to
our advantage to make the
request at this time," said
Bowers.
the Athletic Council felt that
USF was prepared to compete
against the tougher University

Parr Goes to St. Leo;
Replacement Unknown
MIKE KASZUBA
Oracle Sports Writer
USF's athletic department,
face~ with its second golfing
vacancy within the last two
weeks, now is without an
assistant golf pro as well as a golf
coach, course manager, and
resident pro.
Leroy Parr, who last Thursday
submitted his resignation as
assistant golf pro, has accepted
the post of golf course manager
at, St. Leo's golf course starting
July 2.
PARR'S RESIGNATION came
only a week after the death of
Wes Berner, USF's golf coach,
golf course manager and resident
pro since 1967.
Concerning the naming of
successors for both Parr and
Berner, Athletic Director Dr.
Richard Bowers said, "We will be

"Instead of having semi-control of the golf course, like
at USF, I can now put any of ~y own ideas to work."
--Leroy Parr
taking applications, but we w111
not be taking any action for.a few
weeks."
John · Renneker, Sports Information director, said the
decision of selecting the successors would be up to Bowers
and Dr. Joe Howell, vicepresident for Student Affairs.
''THEY <Bowers and Howell) are
going to take the most qualified
person, regardless if that person
is in or out of the University,"
Renneker said.
Parr said his new job would be
an advancement in both pay and
position.
"Instead· of having

Precision Driving Team
Won Four Classes Sunday
BY BOB VAIL
(l'lpecial to The Oracle)
USF's precision driving team,
part of the Sportscar Club, won
four classes at the sixth annual
American Cancer Society Benefit
Autocross, sponsored by Mac-Dill
Sports Car Club, Sunday.
Shirley Torretta gave USF its
first victory of the day in the
women's class, driving a Ford
Pinto. Her winning time was a
three second improvement over
her first run of 1 minute 50
seconds.
Danny Shields, club vice
president, driving a Austin-Healy
Sprint, won the B-Sports
category, in 1 min. 42.287
seconds.

' ORACLE

Lsports

Because he did not follow the
course exactly, Bob Vail finished
last in the B-Sedan category on
the first two runs. However, on
the third run, he set class record
of 1 minute 42 seconds for the 3-10
mile course.
Craig Pearce's time of 1 minute
33.122 seconds was the teams
fastest. Pearce won Modified 12Class.
Team members John Parker
<C-Sedan) and Steve Brewer <BCorvette) are away for the
summer and did not compete.
USF next home autocross meet
will be the end of July, pending
approval of the Council of Tampa
Bay Auto-sports Club, the sanctioning body.

britfs'

Kiick, Csonka Directing Traffic
TALLAHASSEE-<UPU -- If the voices you hear next week on
radio cautioning you to drive carefully sound familiar, they may be
Dolphin superstars Jim Kiick and Larry Csonka.
They have recorded two 30-second messages relating traffic safety
to pro football and giving helpful hints on how to reduce the chances of
a traffic mishap.

Parsons,

Petty Still Leading

DAYTONA BEACH <UPIJ -- Although David Pearson won his
seventh race in his last eight starts in Sunday's Motor State 400, Benny
Parsons and Richard Petty continued to lead in the Nascar Grand
National Point Race.
·
·
Parsons, who finished ninth Sunday, holds a 229.8-point lead over
Cecil Gordon in the overall points for the c;eason. Petty has a 39.58point edge over Parsons in the second leg standings.

semi-control of the golf course
like at USF, I can now put any of
my own ideas to work'', Parr
explained.
Father Henry Rissle, business
manager at St. Leo's Abbey, in
clarifying Parr's new job said
"Parr would be manager of St.
Leo's Abbey golf course, but
pointing out that the Abbey and
St. Leo's College were two different institutions.
However,
Father Rissle added that Parr
would be open for negotiations
with the college should Parr take
interest in any of the college's
positions.
THE
GOLF
COURSE
manager's job at the Abbey had
previously been held only by
community members <priests),
but Father Rissle said he had
been planning to seek more
professional management of the
course.
Rissle said he interviewed "5 or
6 persons", but added, "Leroy
had played golf out here and had
become familiar with the personnel, who in turn had recommended him when the vacancy
arose."

"There's prestige involved in being in the top class.
We'll be compared to Florida State and the University of
Florida rather than Rollins and the smaller schools."
--Richard Bowers
Division teams, according to Dr.
Donn Smith, dean of the College
of Medicine, who chairs the
Athletic Council.
"WE <THE COUNCIL) agreed
as a large university it seemed
appropriate to move to the
University Division," Smith said.
Though the switch will give USF
more national recognition it will
also affect teams performances
as they will face tougher competition.
· "It will be difficult for us to get
into a national tournament," said
baseball coach Beefy Wright.
"It's generally conceded that
these independents, University of
Miami and Florida State, are the
strongests teams. We don't have
the manpower that they do
simply because they have four
times more scholarship money
than we do."
"AS IT RELATES to basketball, I think it is the level that we
should play on," said Don

Williams, basketball coach.
"We're very young, but confident," he said.
Bob Grindey, swimming coach.
was not available for comment
but Bowers said the learn would
face some difficulty in its competition.
"I~ SWll\1Ml.'\'.G there's a
large competitive gap between
the College and University
divisions," said Bowers . "That 'II
be the sport hurt the worst in
national recognition.''
Assistant golf coach Leroy
Parr said of the Iinksmen,
"We're not strong enough to face
the tough University Division
learns."
All coaches. however, agreed
the move would bring more
prestige to USF in dealing with
recruits.
·
Mackey was not available for
comment, but Smith said the
letter of request would be sent to
the NCAA. soon.

KINGCOME'S TRIMMINGS
Needlepoint, Monograming, Alterations
. Rugs & Pillow Kits Dressmaking Wedding Accessories
IO per cent Off on purchase of needlepoint, crewel, and ;:arn.
11615 Fla. Ave. at Fowler

Ph. 935-8168

jfrattrnitp

~ ~OU.s'C

RAZOR

curs

HAIR STYLING

PH·971·3633
Appointments
Available
Hours
Daily 9·6

Thurs. & Fri. 9-7:30

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

Softball Begins
Ten teams in the Summer
Intramural Softball League begin
play at 4:15 p.m. today.
A second set of games will be
held at 5:30 p.m. Games are set
for Tuesday and Thursday.
However, no games will be held
next week because of the July 4
holiday.
Games will continue through
Aug. 2 and if two or more teams
are tied for first place, playoffs
will be held.
Andy Honker, coordinator,.said
umpires are needed for the
games. Pay in $2.40 per game
and students may apply in the IM
office, PEB 100, ext. 2125.
Honker said students should
know softball rules but "we will
be glad to help them with the
techniques of officiating."

USF's Course
Closed Saturday
The USF Golf Course will close
Saturday, June 30, at noon for
inventory.
The course will
reopen Sunday morning, said
course manager Bob Shiver.

FROM $1599
197\: VW Fastback sedan, 4spd, radio, heater
very low milag'e, stock no. 2109
1970 1137 Bug, radio, heater, 4spd, low milage
nQ. 2128
1972 VW 1131, radio, heater, no. 2139
1971 VW 1131, radio, heater, 4spd, no. 2205
1968 VW 1132, auto, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 2178
1972 7-passenger bus, radio, heater, very low
milage no. 4132-1
1971 Pop-top Camper, radio, heater, air cond,
save no. 3040-1
Our Uted VW'1 Come Slightly New

LINDELL ·VOLKSWAGEN
3900 W. KENNEDY
PHONE 872-4841
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(t~l.. A~Sll~IHlt AltS )
(SERVICES OFFERED)
CARSON OPTICAL - 11710 Fla. Ave. 935Sunglasses &
Eyeglass RX.
7854.
photography; plastic or hardened lenses
Gold wire frames & fashioned
made.
frames. Duplicate broken lenses & repair
frames.
MATURE TEENAGEk available for
daytime or evening babysitting or child

supervision throughout summer.
Karen

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST--TURABIAN,
IBM
USF, APA, etc. style manuals.
SELECTRIC with .type changes & Greek
symbols. 5 min. from USF--971-6041after6
p.m .
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM Selectric that CORRECTS OWN
ERRORS, Pica or Elite. All types of work,
s minutes from USF . Nina Schiro, 11110 N .
22nd SI. 971-2139. If no answer, 235-3261.
LESSONS - Guitar, 5-string Banjo. Private
lessons by qualified Instructors. Guitar
rental available . Grissett Music, Ph . 9881419.

)

FOR SALE

HONDA CBlOO, owned one month, 15 miles,
$399 cash . Call 949-678• alter 6.

LOST & FOUND ) .

(

LOST BLUE SPIRAL notebook on Tues.
June 12. Contains very important notes.
Please call Jan 977-5344.
A PAIR OF MEN'S sandals were left in the
Department of Political Science during
Please contact the
early registration .
office, SOC 352, to retrieve your sandals.
REWARD FOR FAIRLY long-haired solid
white cat lost in the vicinity of Skipper Rd.
and 22nd St. within las! mmonlh. Call
·
Sammy Rm . 139, 974-6272.

(

FOR RENT

r

GERMAN SHEPERD PUPPIES, papers,
$.SO to good home . 251-5796.
NEW 10 speed English racer. $55 cash. Call
949-6784 after 6.
MARANTZ 1060 stereo amp 5170. Gibson
Panasonic port.
acous . guitar $150.
.cassette 525. GE FM digital clock radio
515. Call Mark 971-7375 after 9, wknds.
BEAUTIFUL Flowers for all occasions for
best ·results, call : Thompson's Flower &
·G i ft-Shop 2319 W. Linebaugh Ave. 935-8263 .

NO LEASE REQUIRED. Near USF . New 2
bedroom furnished apt. Central heat &
Wall to wall carpet. 5180.00 per
air.
month. 238-1671 or 988-5614.
ONE BEDROOM APTS., fully furnished,
carpeted, AC. 5140.00 and 5145.00 mo.
Terrace Apartments, Skipper Rd. Call
after 5 : 30 p.m. 971 -4179.
FURNISHED Room--A-C, private home,
Upper-level, male
entrance, bath.
students . Near USF . 988-7667 .
NEW 2 BR lux apts. Central A-H, WW
carpets, dishwilsher, disposal, kids & pets
OK. 5160-unf, 5180-lur. Liberal Landlord
Call Bess Carter Assoc. or
(student).
Angela Branlley Assoc. Ann Davis Reg .
R.E. Broker. 932-4308.
LA MANCHA DOS APARTMENTS. $72-90
per month. One block from campus, off
Fletcher on 42nd Street. 971-0100 .

COMICS, paperbacks, magazines. Sell, buy,

Fiction, non-fiction, westerns,

9-9
Comics for collectors.
mysteries.
daily . Unique Books 12943 Florida Ave.

UNDERGROUND COMIX Larges! selection
in Tampa. Over 100 Titles. Survival Bookworks 12303 Nebraska Ave. Open 7 days· a
week .

FREE PRIVATE ROOM and bath in AC
house on lake l speed boat & canoe ·
available) in exchange for cooking (dinner

only) and cleaning.

WEST HIGHLAND WHITE TERRIER
PUPS. AKC. Show quality. Tel. 884-8913 2
males, 1 female.
KLH LOUDSPEAKER 5 yr. warranty.
Both in
Speargun, magnum loploader.
excellent condition. Call Tom, 988-2002
Terrace.
Temple
st.
53rd
10502 N.

- -- - ·- - - -

7l ; MG MIDGET--green w-brown interior.
radio, good condition. Call Nick Potts 872·
7746 ext. 230. Must sell-qood price.
FOR SALE 1965 Chevelle 300 deluxe 4 door
230 6 cyl. engine. Runs & looks good. Best
offer. Call after 7 p.m . 685-3871.

Tiie Raven
13116FlORIDAAVE.

FOUNTAIN
ROOM

TAMPA

STANLEY J,
and MARY JI.. FIJAL
TEL. 935-1946
' 11 A.M. TO 11:30.P.M. EVERY DAY..

'69 SUPER BEE 383 automatic new sports
500 !ires, new shocks and exhaust system .
$1300 872-0213.

(

RIDES

)

NEED ride north? I'm driving to N.Y . 6-2829 . 231-7691.

(

PERSONAL

J

UNITE with Red Star Cadre---MarxistUniversity chapter. Sincere
Leninist!
progressive people to .disseminate MaoTse Tung thought. Call 932-5889.

The
BEST BARGAINS
are found in
ORACLE
CLASSIFIEDS
Technigues of Soul
Travel r::eariling to .
BalanceOne 's Self in
Daily Life Using the
light MOVEMENT 0

WANTS YOU!!!!!!!!!!!
Summertime positions · will be available commencing June i.
Here are a few of the areas which might interest
you:
Waitresses
Busboys
Custodians-House keeping
Night Utility .
If you are interested, please apply in person at
the personnel office, CAROLANDO MOTOR
INN, at the intersection of I-4 and State Road 192,
15 mil'es southwest of Orlando, or submit your
resume' to:
Director of Personnel
CAROLANDO MOTOR INN
P.O. Box 1768
Kissimmee, Florida 32741

Tues. 8p.m. - U.C. 225

LIBERAL female roommate needed to
Own
share 2 bedroom, 2 bath apl.
bedroom, bath $90 plus hall electricity.
Call 971 -1000 8-5 . Leave a message for
Lynne Crib .

THIS is you LEVI store. We have denim &
corduroys in regulars & Bells. Also boots,
shirts & western hats. Only 10 min. from
Bermax Western Wear 8702
campus.
Nebraska.

)

SPIRITUAL INNER
AWARENESS

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

HOGAN of Silver & T~rquoise : Hand made
jewelry, made by Navajo, Zuni, & Hopi
Indians. Rugs, pottery, baskets & beadwork . 2515 E . Busch Blvd . Ph: 935-3407.

trade.

)

Call

BABYSITTING offered i n my home or yours
by USF student. Experienced ·and have
local references. Ph. 985-1916.

(

.

AUTOMOTIVE

(

Call

932-3091.

CANOE RENTALS By Day or Week
935-0018 or 935-1476

MOTCRCYCLES
& SCOOTERS

Call 933-2575.

TV, RADIO, STEREO

'BARUCH BASHAN'
'THE BLESSINGS
ALREADY ARE'

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

AVROC FOR FRESHMEN, SOPHMORES, AND JUNIORS WHO
KNOW WHAT THEY WANT

PIONEER Manual Turntable with shure
cart . S75. Call 971-2456.

(

MUSICAL

)

GUITAR STRINGS Ernie Ball, D'Angelico,

MOBILE HOMES )

(

BEAUTIFUL SPOT FOR mobile home. For
rent iSO per month, S min. from campus.
Secluded, shady, on creek. Ready to move

on . Call Margaret 988-4085.

(
EXTRA

HELP WANTED
cash

(work

today-pay

)

Gibson , and Martin strings at low, low
prices. Survival Bookworks. Corner of 123.

Ave. and Nebraska.

(

REAL ESTATE

)

1 & 2 BDRM ., AC furnished mobil e Apls. N .

Tampa loc. Easy access to USF Mort.
Elem ., 1-75 Univ . & VA Hospital. 1112 E .
142 Ave. 977-4833.

today)

guaranteed work, wo'rk when you want as
long as you wan!. Seven days a week .
Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919
E. Busch Blvd .', 416 W. Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a.m. - 6 p.m.

(

MISCEUANEOUS )

for permaneni

ASPIRING WRITERS- -arlicles now being
considered lor magazine with national

part time employment taking inventory in
grocery, drug and variety stores. Reply
RGI S 1nventory Specialists . Phone: 879 -

Pref er pictorial articles
distribution.
concerning aspect s of Florida ( c g. gardening , boating etc.). P.O. Box 622 , Tampa

3676.

33601 or 985· 1809

MEN OR WOMEN wanted

Talk to the Navy's Officer Information Team on campus in AOC 105
June 27, 28, & 29, 9:00 to 3:00, or call 985-1010 anytime.

WHITE SPRING SPECIAL
Fridav-June 29
Saturdav-June 30
9-12 pm 75f · w/10
Empty Keg

Featuring "Dale Crider & Friends"

ll
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SFC Threatened Wlth Evlctlon
HY LINDA HUMANN
Oracle Staff Writer

meeting with Hewitt, Carvalho
said .

disappear from the ASF budget,
ht• said.

The Student Finance Combeen
has
<SFCl
mittee
threatened with eviction from its
office in the Administration
building, Tony Carvalho, SFC
chairman , said yesterday .

If it weren 't for SFC. PBE
would only receive finan c ial
information the Administration
wanted the committee to have
and the ASF budget ultim.ately
recommended by PBE would
have a "definite administrations
slant ," he said.

would like to have more control
over ASF 's $Ui!i million bud g(· I."
Cmvalho said , adding tllill llw
budget could be us!'d hy 1111•
administration to set up al'I ivlf int
that might draw more cnrokt \s lo
the University.

ASF is supposed to be a student
fund. If SFC's office is moved
away from PBE's meeting room
and away from offices that can
provide SFC with financial information, "student slant" will

Ad the
instance,
For
ministration might decide that a
football team would draw people
to USF and might use ASF to
support such a venture if it had
more control over the budget.

Vice Pres. for Student Affairs
Joe Howell told Carvalho that the
reason for the threatened eviction is a "space crunch. " Carvalho said .
THE "SPACE crunch " exists
all across campus, though , and
the SFC office is so small that it
couldn 't be vital , Carvalho said.
He views the threatened eviction
as an administrative attempt to
gain influence over the Activity
and Service Fees ( ASF l budget.

"TllE

AllMINISTHATION

The logical extension of SFC's
is
eviction
<threatened l
adm inistrative
"definitely"
co11trol over a student fund
llowmd St1 ·1~lc, Piii': membe1'.
""id l'ii1111wial i11fonnat.io11 SF'C
111 ·1·d rnl b y I 't\11: 1111 ·111t.1· rn would
1,.. difllc-11111011l1l:ii11 wl ll1011I Sfo'C ,

111111 11w111lwn 1 111iµ,hl n·l y on
i11for111111.io11
11d11rl11i s lr:lli ivP

ins lcad .

formation we need 40 times faster
than we can get it ourselves," he
sai d.
The SFC eviction is another
!\dministraiton attempt to isolate
itsdf from the students, Bill
I l;JVi s , SC president, said.
"I

can 't. understand why this

/\drnirri s lrnl.io11 woulJ want to

further isolate itself ... " he said.

"TAKING SFC out of the office
means taking information away
We're full-time
from PBE.
SFC can get instudents .

SFt"S EVICTION may come
within a week, Carvahlo said.
Neither Hewitt nor Howell
could be reached for comment.

The budget is recommended by
students on the Planning,
Budgeting and Evaluations
committee <PBEl. PBE is advised by Chuck Hewitt,. assistant
to the vice president for Student
Affairs.
SFC's office is located close to
PBE's meeting room and committee members frequently go to
the office for financial information, Carvalho said. SFC
has easy access to information
needed by PBE because its office
is near the offices of finance and
accounting. procurement . the
comptroller and student affairs.

~-i~1'

"''

'·

PHE . MEMIU:RS get a
studerit point of view from SFC to
supplement the administrative
viewpoint they get during their

Women_....._
('mitinued from Pagl' I

A letter from Dr. Mackey to the
commihee said that 1:38 new
facultv members were hired this
year . 119 of the 138 men . 97 of
these men were hired in tenure
Of the 19
earning positions.
women hired, only four were
hired in tenure earning positions.
·"THE DATA SHOWS we
haven't done much in the areas of
hiring and recruiting," Dr.
Kimmel said. "There has been
university-wide attention paid to
salary equalization, but very
little effort is made to put women
in the higher paying jobs ."
Anoth~r committee member.
Dr . Juanita Williams. said
qualified women have had difficulty breaking into the "Buddy
system" recruitment policy of
college deans and faculty committees.

"In the past. the so-called
buddy system was one of the
characteristic ways faculty were
hired," she said. "Under the
Affirmative Action policy, vacant
positions are supposed to be
advertised , to provide a broader
base of applicants."
DR. WILLIAMS said she felt
the Affirmative Action Plan has
not yet affected university
recruiting and hiring practices.

Live With Us
Happiness is being where the .action is.
That's why we plan a variety of social activities
for your entertainment. Take 'em or leave 'em.
Bring a friend or come alone. Either way, .rou 'll
enjoy the fun things when you live at our place.
So... make the right move.

Come to where the living is easy.

"New policies with regard to
hiring and recruiting have not yet
been reflected in increased
,1 umbers of minorities, including
women,"she: said.
Counsel
General
USF
Lawrence Robinson is revising
the Affirmative Action Plan for
.use next year.
"In another year of two, we'll
have a pretty clear view of what
the final effects of the plan will
be," Dr. Williams said.

4200 Fletcher Avmue, Tampa, Florida 33612

Phone (813) 971-9550

